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WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO? 
This five-day programme is designed to provide the foundations for a successful mediation trainer

o Interactive session

o Opportunity to discuss

o Learn and practice how to handle a range of training challenges

o Role-plays and practical assignments

o Delegates will be expected to demonstrate a sound knowledge of mediation practice and skills
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COURSE OBJECTIVES:
o Understand the learning / training cycle

o Define objectives that meet needs of delegates and stakeholders

o Understand the requirements to devise and deliver training sessions

o Recognise different learning styles of trainees and how to adapt

o Design and implement training to gain trainee’s commitment and enthusiasm 
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COURSE OBJECTIVES (continued)

o Design and delivery of practical exercises

o Identify and manage problems before they occur

o Check and monitor training delivery and assess that learning has occurred

o Deliver with confidence a mediation course that is contextually relevant to the 

market and which draws on international experience and best practice
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OVERVIEW OF THE FIVE DAY AGENDA:

o Theory in the morning and practice in the afternoon

o Learn to present every stage of the mediation training

o Understand to present and deliver as a team and individually

o Understand the methodology of giving feedback in role-plays

o Undertake assessments in two key areas of the training materials
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SESSION 1: PREPARING THE COURSE
This session will focus on why the training is important, expected course attendees, 
international trends, local requirements and overall expectations. Objections and challenges 
need full consideration. 

Topics
o The context of Adult Learning 
o Learning Styles
o “SMART” course objectives
o Knowing the audience in advance
o Getting the training mix right - persuasion, information, instruction, exercise, assessment
o Pre-course reading and use of written assignments

Session exercise
o Develop draft training plan and framework for a mediation course
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SESSION 2: DESIGNING AND DELIVERING YOUR COURSE
We introduce the different training styles that we all adopt when in a learning 
environment. These are in two groups – sensory and psychological. Studies of sensory 
styles show some of us have natural preference to learn by seeing, others learn by doing 
and others learn by hearing. Psychological styles are much more subtle but just as 
important. The programme will help delegates understand their own style. This is 
important as we tend to train in a way that suits our style, rather than that of the delegate

Topics
o Sensory and psychological learning styles
o Matching training methods to learning styles
o Basic course design principles
o Handling objectives
o Attention span
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SESSION 2: DESIGNING AND DELIVERING YOUR COURSE 
(continued)

Topics (continued)
o Training resources – visual aids, venue and time management
o Importance of variety
o Materials – when and how to use them
o Course manual production and linkage
o Importance of clear instructions to trainees

Session exercises
Exercises aimed at providing information in an innovative way and use of mediation role-plays 
in course design
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SESSION 3: MEDIATION AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION
This session is aimed at covering the history and theory of conflict and the life cycle of 
disputes. It will draw on the importance of balancing the mix of international experience with 
local needs and requirements

Topics
o History and theory of conflict
o Mediation skills and competencies
o The role of a mediator
o The role of the parties
o Judicial influence and role of the courts
o Standards, procedure and best practice guidance
o The mediation process – the five stages of mediation
o Negotiation and communication skills

Session exercises
Further role-plays, peer review and feedback techniques will be explored in greater detail
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SESSION 4: MANAGING INTERACTION ON THE COURSE
This session is designed to help delegates discover and develop their own particular style of 
training. Confidence in one’s own ability is crucial. Learn how to focus on delegates and not 
yourself. Teach by leading but also be aware to the learning speeds of the delegates. This 
session will be looking at responding to delegates needs and dealing with questions and 
challenges

Topics
o Building rapport
o Setting the scene
o Motivating learners
o Managing behaviour – yours and your trainees’
o Showing empathy

Session exercises
Design and rehearse introduction and plan your own strategy for handling objections from 
trainees and being clear how to respond
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SESSION 5: GIVING FEEDBACK ON SMALL GROUP WORK
This sessions allows delegates to develop key skills in feedback sessions and help instil 
confidence in their own ability and the delegates knowledge base

Topics
o How to deliver feedback
o Understand the ‘playback, rationale, demonstration, prescription’ model

Session exercises
Sessions requires delegates to use the role-plays to show their understanding of role-play 
feedback.
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